INSTALLATION

Step 1 Flip the rubber collar back

Step 2 Insert KICKPORT into hole at an angle using fingers to work collar completely into hole.

Step 3 Put hand through KICKPORT into drum using a sharpie, a screwdriver butt, or the cable end of a mic to push on the rubber collar in 2 or 3 places until it flips into place against the head. Then pull gently enough on KICKPORT to turn it right or left to ensure proper seating.

Installation is now complete!

To Remove KICKPORT
Slowly pull the lower lip out and up exposing the lower part of the rubber collar. Use fingers to extra lower part of collar. Continue to remove at an angle.

Note:
Kickport is designed to be used with 5” to 5-1/2” hole reinforced by a stick-on template. You may also purchase drumheads with a pre-cut hole and reinforcement in place.